
Collaborate, Present, 
Flip, and Evaluate

by William Guth

Pre-recorded group project presentations with a Peer-Review 
twist, for the asynchronous, distance learning environment.
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William Guth
Instructional Technologist
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● Course / Assignment Context
● Challenges / Solutions
● Successes / Lessons Learned
● Tools

Agenda
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Who here uses group work?
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The Skills

research collaboration presentation evaluation

Course Background
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PROGRAM M.S. Integrated Marketing Communications

COURSE IMC 450 Financial Accounting (Core Requirement)

STUDENTS Marketers, Advertisers, Journalists, average age 36, US 
domestic population.

PURPOSE    Expose students to corporate financial basics, effectively 
communicate in real world terms.
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The Setup

25 students / 5 groups

ASSIGNMENT
Research and Present on assigned National Retailers

• Apply Knowledge Gained (Financial Basics)
• Is it Amazon Proof?

Challenge
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DELIVERY Convert on-ground to Online

TIME ON TASK Presentations / Audience Q&A all in one sitting

ENGAGEMENT Students sat quiet, faculty struggled to engage conversation

TOOLS    What tools can accommodate collaboration, video production
   and active engagement? (student-student, student-content)
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Solution 1 

• Pre-Record Presentations
• Upload assignment to LMS
• Embed Playlist in LMS
• Students Watch/Review
• Required Q&A Sync Session
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Solution 2 

• Pre-Record Presentations
• Upload assignment to LMS
• Embed video in Survey
• Students Watch & Peer Review
• Students Review Feedback
• Required Q&A Sync Session

– Feedback discussion moderated by faculty

Comment on the extent to which the 
recorded presentation assignment and 
peer review activity affected your 
learning in the course.
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“Does it work?”
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“Survey Says”

“Unlike other online classes in this program, the pre-recording of the videos where 
we could watch after was amazing. In every other class, the video presentation is 
"live" during a class/with a client, and there are always numerous technical issues 
that disrupt the flow of the presentation and the learning.”

“The peer review activity was also very beneficial. I really enjoyed getting so many 
comments back on our video, and was able to ask "tough" questions to the other 
groups anonymously (because of the feedback form) that I most likely would not 
have asked in a live session with that group.”
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“Survey Says”

“The whole assignment really brought the course to life in a 
practical way. I was able to understand how course concepts fit 
together in real life ways and really digging into one company 
was a great way to see how all factors came to life.”
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Successes

• Increases Contact, Cooperation*
– Student-Student, Student-Content

• Promotes Active Learning*
• Gives prompt feedback*
• Reduced technology issues
• Better use of Sync time
• Active engagement for Q&A
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Lessons Learned

• Significant time commitment
• Limited presentation option
• Timing of Final Components, tight



The Tools
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Conference Tools
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Preferred Features
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Collaboration Tools
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Video Hosting
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Survey Tools



Let’s Talk!


